2018

Tour Packages
\\ Santos Tour Down Under 2019 \\ Epic France – Italy
\\ Provence – Alps \\ Epic Italy – France \\ Provence – Spain
\\ King
of the Alps \\ Book Now!
kiwistylebiketours.co.nz

Santos Tour Down Under

Epic France – Italy

January 2019

15 – 29 June 2018

Experience what Adelaide
has become famous for
- the fun, the excitement,
the atmosphere of World
Tour racing in January.
The Tour Down Under has become
a drawcard for the world’s top
professional road riders to open their
new year campaigns.
• Ride the stunning Adelaide area on
guided rides.
• Watch the excitement of the opening
street race.
• Get your cheering voice on as the
pro’s tackle the hill climbs for TDU
glory.
• Refresh with the famous Adelaide cafe
and restaurant hospitality.

The first Kiwi Style Bike Tours ride
of 2018 had us sharing a coffee stop
with Team AG2R, while watching Peter
Sagan bunny-hopping traffic islands next
to us, then our Kiwi pro rider Tom Scully
stopping by for a chat – where else in
the world can you get all of that within
five minutes?
Start 2019 with the ultimate summer
cycling holiday at the Tour Down Under
with Kiwi Style Bike Tours.
Details of our eight night 2019 Tour
Down Under package will be released
in May 2018. Register your interest now
to secure one of the limited number of
spots.
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The mighty Stelvio range
in Italy
Tick off the Legendary Climbs of
France and Italy in one tour
Colombiere – Aravis – Telegraphe
– Galibier – Alpe d’Huez – Ghisallo –
Gavia – Stelvio – Sella Ronda & Gaiu
Epic France Italy is the passionate
cyclist’s ultimate dream tour.
From the flat cycle paths around
stunning Lake Annecy, to the 13.8km
challenge of Alpe d’Huez. The
picturesque roads around Lake Como, to
the 2,645m altitude Col de Galibier. The
48 switchbacks of the Passo Stelvio to
the spectacular Sella Ronda.

The Epic France – Italy Tour features:
• Guided cycle rides
• 14 nights’ accommodation
• All breakfasts and 12 dinners on tour
• Designated pick up and drop off
• All transport while on tour
• Kiwi Style Bike Tours cycle top and bib
shorts
Pricing starts at $5,495pp*
*Share twin accommodation. Excludes - airfares,
travel insurance and meals unless indicated.

Epic France – Italy delivers it all.
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Provence – Alps

Epic Italy – France

27 June – 10 July 2018

Alps riding in France
as you have never
experienced before
VENTOUX – the Giant of Provence,
ALPE d’HUEZ – the mythical climb,
LAKE ANNECY – the stunning
scenery
Early summer in Provence means
lavender, markets, sun and of course
cycling. Tackle the ‘Geant de Provence” –
Mount Ventoux. From Provence we head
to the Alps to tackle the most mythical
climbs in the world of cycling – including
Alpe d’Huez and Col du Galibier. We
finish this tour with rides in the stunning
area of Lake Annecy.

29 June – 13 July 2018

The Provence – Alps Tour features:
• Guided cycle rides
• 13 nights accommodation
• 6 nights Provence
• 4 nights Alpe d’Huez
• 3 nights Lake Annecy
• All breakfasts on tour
• 7 dinners on tour
• Designated pick up and drop off
• All transport while on tour
• Kiwi Style Bike Tours cycle top and bib
shorts
Pricing starts at $4,995pp*
*Share twin accommodation. Excludes - airfares,
travel insurance and meals unless indicated.
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The Dolomite mountains
in Italy, amazing cycling
Tick off the Legendary Climbs of Italy
and France in one tour
Colombiere – Aravis – Telegraphe
– Galibier – Alpe d’Huez – Ghisallo –
Gavia – Stelvio – Sella Ronda & Gaiu.
We’ve taken our popular France – Italy
Tour and flipped it on it’s head to take
you on an epic cycling journey starting
with the stunning Italian Dolomites –
Italian Alps – Lake Como – French
Alps and finishing in the stunning Lake
Annecy area. Epic locations! Epic
scenery! Epic climbs!

The Epic Italy – France Tour features:
• Guided cycle rides
• 14 nights’ accommodation
• All breakfasts and 12 dinners on tour
• Designated pick up and drop off
• All transport while on tour
• Kiwi Style Bike Tours cycle top and bib
shorts
Pricing starts at $5,495pp*
*Share twin accommodation. Excludes - airfares,
travel insurance and meals unless indicated.
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Switchback up the Passokiwistylebiketours.co.nz
Stelvio
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Provence – Spain

King of the Alps

1 – 13 July 2018

12 – 24 July 2018

VENTOUX – the Giant
of Provence, GIRONA –
the home of pro-cycling,
COSTA BRAVA – the
stunning beaches
Take in the sights, sounds and smells
of Provence in summer and tackle one
of the most famous climbs in the world –
Mount Ventoux. Enjoy and glimpse into
the lifestyle of professional cyclists who
base themselves in stunning, historic
Girona. Then, the perfect way to finish a
cycling holiday – riding the coastal roads
of Costa Brava and relaxing on the
beaches of the Mediterranean

The Provence – Spain Tour features:
• Guided cycle rides
• 12 nights accommodation
• 5 nights in Provence
• 4 nights in Girona
• 3 nights in Costa Brava
• All breakfasts on tour.
• Designated pick up and drop off
• All transport while on tour
• Kiwi Style Bike Tours cycle top and bib
shorts
Pricing starts at $4,995pp*
*Share twin accommodation. Excludes – airfares,
travel insurance and meals unless indicated.
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Amazing mountain roads
for cycling in France

la Colombiere, Col des Aravis, Col du
Grand Colombier, Alpe d’Huez, Col du
Galibier and many more in between.

TdF Stage 10 from Annecy to Le
Grand Bornand, the first mountain
stage of the 2018 Tour.
Then Stage 12 from Bourg-SaintMaurice to Alpe d’Huez
MORZINE – the hub of cycling
adventures, LAKE ANNECY – the
stunning scenery, ALPE d’HUEZ – the
mythical climb.

The King of the Alps Tour features:
• Watch 2 Tour de France stages live
• Guided cycle rides
• 12 nights accommodation
• All breakfasts and dinners on tour
• Designated pick up and drop off
• All transport while on tour
• Kiwi Style Bike Tours cycle top and bib
shorts

This tour of the French Alps includes
the excitement of watching a stage of
the Tour de France. Across our four
tour locations we tick off the famous
climbs of Col du Joux Plane, Col de

Pricing starts at $5,095pp*
*Share twin accommodation. Excludes - airfares,
travel insurance and meals unless indicated.
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Ride the Dream
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jake@kiwistylebiketours.co.nz
027-555 5720
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